
Materials List & Instructions

Materials

Fishing line
14” Gold hoop
10”Gold hoop
Cricut Paper - Pearl: Kiwi, Forest
Card stock: Forest green, Spring 
green, Leaf green

Tools

Scissors
Low-temp hot glue gun

Paper Greenery Chandelier

Instructions

1. Gather tools and materials.

2. Cut two 4’ pieces of fishing line, tie each end to the big hoop spacing them   
 evenly apart. Adjust the placement of the ties so that the hoop hangs level,   
 secure the ties in place with a drop of glue.

3. Tie a knot at the meeting point of  the two lines leaving a loop at the top for   
 hanging.

4. Cut four 12” pieces of fishing line, tie one end of each line to the small hoop   
 and the other end to the big hoop in the same spots as the first ties, then   
 secure all ties in place with a small dot of glue.

5.  Cut out 10 - 15 pieces of each type of greenery in various shades of green, use  
 scissors or a cutting machine.  Then using the edge of the scissors curl the   
 leaves.

6. With the hot glue gun begin gluing the greenery to the big hoop, allow some   
 of the leaves to hang down filling in the space between the two hoops.

7. Wrap two vine greens up each piece of fishing line and glue into place.

8. Glue more greenery around the small hoop, then glue about 25 pieces of   
 various greenery hanging down from the small hoop.
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